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ABSTRACT

We introduce a new, group fairness-inspired stochastic multi-armed bandit problem

in the pure exploration setting. We look at the discrepancy between an arm’s mean

reward from a group and the highest mean reward for any arm from that group, and

call this the disappointment that group suffers from that arm. We define the optimal

arm to be the one that minimizes the maximum disappointment over all groups. This

optimal arm addresses one problem with maximin fairness, where the group used to

choose the maximin best arm suffers little disappointment regardless of what arm is

picked, but another group suffers significantly more disappointment by picking that

arm as the best one. The challenge of this problem is that the highest mean reward

for a group and the arm that gives that reward are unknown. This means we need

to pull arms for multiple goals: to find the optimal arm, and to estimate the highest

mean reward of certain groups. This leads to the new adaptive sampling algorithm for

best arm identification in the fixed confidence setting called MD-LUCB, or Minimax

Disappointment LUCB. We prove bounds on MD-LUCB’s sample complexity and

then study its performance with empirical simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As a society, we are putting more trust into machine learning algorithms to help

make decisions that impact people in many ways. It is important these decisions are

done in a fair way for all groups of people affected by those choices. When this is

not considered, we get algorithms such as COMPAS, which stands for Correctional

Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions. This algorithm was shown

to be racially biased against African Americans defendants [Khademi and Honavar,

2020]. An example of bias in healthcare was an algorithm determining if patients in

the US had complex health problems and needed extra help. This was found to be

racially biased, as the metric it was using to identify people with these issues was their

cost of health care, for which different ethnicities can only afford certain amounts on

average compared to others [Obermeyer et al., 2019]. There are many other examples

of how these algorithms can cause harm to our society [Mehrabi et al., 2021], and

so we need to consider different definitions of fairness for different settings that we

can judge our algorithms by. The type of fairness we will be looking at is group fairness.

In the group fairness setting, we split our population into distinct sub-populations

by some variable, where our goal is to ensure we are treating each of these separate

groups fairly in relation to the other groups. An example of a way we might split our

groups is by sex, as we would want to ensure we are treating men and women fairly
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in comparison to each other. The problem setting we look to consider group fairness

to is stochastic multi-armed bandit problems. For these types of problems we get a

choice of actions, where each action corresponds to distribution. At a given time step,

we pick one action, and we get some reward, where the reward is random variable

drawn from the distribution associated with that arm at that time. When we have

groups as well, each arm-group pair corresponds to a distribution, so we get to pick an

action and a group at a time step and see the reward of that action for that group at

that time step. Our goal is to recommend the single best action for all of the groups,

where the way we define the best action is dependent on our definition of fairness.

For example, consider the following clinical trials problem: we are in early testing

for the effectiveness of a subset of drugs that are trying to alleviate anxiety. We

sequentially pick one drug (action) to give to one person from a distinct group and

observe the result before making our next choice of drug and group. We can only

afford to bring one drug to market, as it is very expensive to mass produce a new

drug. We also want to use an adaptive sampling strategy, as to not waste money

testing drugs we do not end up using. One way of grouping people could be by their

age or ethnicity. We want to find some rule for deciding which drug to bring to mass

market. One idea is to make sure that the drug we pick has the higher reward on

its worst performing group than any of the other drugs on their worst performing

groups. This idea of fairness is called maximin or minimax fairness [Martinez et al.,

2020, Williamson and Menon, 2019, Shekhar et al., 2021].

Maximin fairness measures each action according to the minimum mean reward

over a set of groups, and the action that maximizes this measure is deemed optimal.

Minimax fairness is similar, but switches rewards for losses. The maximin measure of

fairness does not take into account the discrepancy in mean rewards for each group,

and therefore the optimal maximin action is oblivious to this difference. This means

that maximin fairness cannot capture how envious groups may be of each other. If the
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gap between the mean reward from the best performing action for a group and the

mean reward from the chosen action for a group is larger for one group than another,

then the larger gap group may be envious of the smaller gap group if we picked that

action for every group. One negative implication of such envy is that a group may

decide not to participate in a collective decision-making system due to their feeling

that the mechanism is not fair [Smith and McDonough, 2001].

We define an envy-based notion of fairness, called disappointment fairness, and

consider it in the stochastic multi-armed bandit setting. We define disappointment to

be the gap between the highest mean reward action in a group and the mean reward

for a specific action in the same group. The goal of disappointment fairness is to

minimize disappointment that groups feel when we are charged with picking one action

for every group. Therefore, our notion of unfairness is the maximum disappointment

over all groups, and we consider one group to envy another group if its disappointment

is much higher than that of the other group. In the clinical trials example, this would

look at if the public knew how effective each drug was on every group. Clearly, each

group would wish to have the best performing drug for their group on the market, so

someone from a group would feel a level of disappointment equal to the difference in

effectiveness of the drug chosen to go to mass production in comparison to the best

they could have had. Our new form of fairness, disappointment fairness, focuses on

selecting the action that minimizes the maximum disappointment any group can feel;

we call that action our best action or best arm. An example that shows the differences

between maximin fairness and disappointment fairness can be seen in Figure 1.1.

If we think of this problem in the multi-armed bandit setting, then it becomes

a fixed confidence best arm identification problem. One major difficulty with this

problem is we do not know the highest mean reward of each group or which arm

has that reward. To deal with this, we want to pull arms for two different purposes.

We want to pull arm-group pairs to help us find the best arm, and we want to pull
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Group 1

Arm 1 Arm 2 Arm 3 Arm 1 Arm 2 Arm 3

Best arm

Group 2 Group 3

Disappointment 
of arm 1 in 
group 2

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Best arm

Maximin Fairness Disappointment Fairness

μ μ

Figure 1.1: The left side displays maximin fairness with the mean rewards of 3 arms
and 3 groups. The right side displays the same arms and groups with the same mean
rewards, but now we have normalized the values of the highest mean rewards in each
group to compare disappointment levels. The lines on both sides represent the worst
performing group for each arm under the different fairness settings. The highest of
these lines is our best arm, making arm 3 the best for maximin fairness, and arm 2
the best arm for minimizing maximum disappointment.

arm-group pairs to estimate the highest mean rewards from the groups.

Another difficulty is there are cases where we do not need to know with high

precision the highest mean reward arm for all groups. For example, if for one of the

groups, all the arms have similar mean rewards, then none of the arms could have their

maximum disappointment come from this group, and it would be very costly to find

what the highest mean reward arm in that group is. Thus, we would want to reduce

the number of pulls from that group. So our dynamic pulling approach must also deal

with the fact that we do not want to over-sample from a group trying to find the high-
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est mean reward if it is unnecessary to our main objective, which is finding the best arm.

The two main contributions presented are the new idea of fairness, which we call

disappointment fairness or minimizing maximum disappointment, and a new algorithm

for the novel best-arm identification problem in the fixed confidence setting. This al-

gorithm is called MD-LUCB, which stands for Minimax Disappointment Lower Upper

Confidence Bound. MD-LUCB pulls arms in two different situations: pulling arms

with the goal of estimating the highest mean reward arm in given groups, and pulling

arms with the goal of identifying which arm minimizes the maximum disappointment.

To estimate the highest mean rewards from groups, MD-LUCB uses a subroutine

called the Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-EG) algorithm, which is a variation

on the Exponential Gap (EG) algorithm [Karnin et al., 2013]. We give an analysis

on the sample complexity of both the MD-LUCB and INC-EG algorithms, and show

that MD-LUCB outputs the best arm with high probability.

In Chapter 2, we provide background information. We also introduce a new

algorithm INC-EG, similar to the Exponential Gap algorithm. INC-EG outputs the

mean reward of the highest reward arm instead of the arm that contains that reward.

Chapter 3 introduces the notion of disappointment fairness, and we discuss some of

the benefits and important facts about defining fairness this way. Chapter 4 introduces

the algorithm MD-LUCB, which is a fixed confidence best arm identification algorithm

for stochastic bandit problems with disappointment fairness determining the best arm.

This chapter also discusses INC-EG, which is called as a subroutine of MD-LUCB

for estimating the value of the highest reward arm in groups. Chapter 5 analyzes the

sample complexity of these algorithms, and proves the correctness of the algorithm.

Chapter 6 contains experiments using different settings of MD-LUCB, and Chapter 7

talks about future work and concludes this thesis. A glossary of terms, extra proofs

and extra tables not included in the main body of the thesis are provided in Appendix

A.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Multi Armed Bandit Problems

Multi-armed bandit problems were first proposed in the 1950’s by Robbins [Robbins,

1952], but were not explored deeply until the 1980’s [Lai et al., 1985]. Multi-armed ban-

dits are useful for many real world applications, such as online ad selection [Chakrabarti

et al., 2008], healthcare [Durand et al., 2018], user content matching [Pandey et al.,

2007], finance [Shen et al., 2015], and more [Bouneffouf et al., 2020]. Our focus will

be on stochastic multi-armed bandit problems.

In a stochastic multi-armed bandit problem, there is a collection of K unknown

distributions. There is a set A indexed by {1, 2, . . . K} of K arms, which is equal

to the number of distributions there are. If we want to draw a sample from one of

these distributions, we say we are pulling arm a, where there is one arm for each

distribution. At each time step t, the learner picks one arm and pulls it, getting one

sample from the distribution associated with that arm. The learner is then shown the

reward of that sample at time t. These rewards are bounded between 0 and 1. This

repeats for T times. The expected reward of arm a is denoted by µa. The protocol is

summarized in Figure 2.1.
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For time step t = 1, 2 . . . , T

• Learner picks an arm/environment to give to nature

• Nature samples from that environment and receives a reward

• Nature reveals to the learner the reward from the chosen
environment

Figure 2.1

We define regret R after T rounds as the difference between the expected sum of

reward associated with an optimal strategy and the sum of the collected rewards from

the learner. In the case of multi-armed bandits, the optimal strategy is always picking

the arm with the highest mean reward, so we would say the regret our learner faces

after T rounds is the expected difference in reward between our expected reward if we

pulled the best arm T times and the reward our learner receives after T rounds.

Multi-armed bandit problems fall under two categories: regret minimization and

best arm identification. The goal of regret minimization is as the name implies,

to minimize the regret of the learner. Regret minimization requires a balance of

exploration and exploitation of arms, as you want to exploit the best current arm, but

still explore other arms occasionally in case they are actually be the best arm. A best

arm identification problem deals with pure exploration, which means determining the

best arm is our only goal. For a standard multi-armed bandit problem, the best arm

is defined as the arm with the highest expected reward. Our focus will be on best arm

identification problems. When working with best arm identification, we define prob-

lems as (ϵ, δ)-PAC, which means the mean reward of our outputted best arm is going to

be within ϵ of the the mean reward of the actual best arm with probability at least 1−δ.

Best arm identification has been heavily explored (See, e.g., [Audibert et al., 2010,

Even-Dar et al., 2006, Bubeck et al., 2009]), and have two different settings: fixed

confidence and fixed budget. In the fixed budget setting, we are trying to maximize
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the probability that we have selected the best arm when allocated with at most a

fixed amount of samples. In the fixed confidence setting, we are trying to minimize

the number of samples needed to guarantee with at least a fixed probability that the

outputted arm is the best. The number of samples needed to be able to accurately

output the correct response with high probability is known as the sample complexity

of the problem. The sample complexity of an algorithm is the number of samples

needed for that algorithm to output the correct response with high probability. The

sample complexity of best arm identification problems are normally problem dependent,

meaning that the number of samples is dependent on ∆a = µ∗ − µa, where µ∗ is the

mean reward of the highest mean reward arm, or the best arm in the standard multi

armed bandit setting, and ∆a is the gap between the mean rewards of the best arm

and some arm a. Now we look at some different algorithms for finding the best arm

in the fixed confidence setting.

2.2 Best Arm Identification Algorithms

When working with standard best arm identification problems, we assume that there

is a distinct best arm, meaning that only one arm can have the value of µ∗. When

first exploring this problem setting, it was unknown what the lower bound on the

number of samples needed is for this setting. However, in lil’UCB [Jamieson et al.,

2014], it was proven that for standard best arm identification you will need at least

(1/∆2
a) log(1/δ) log log(1/∆

2
a) samples. In other words, we need this many samples to

be able to tell say with high probability which arm has the highest mean reward.

We are going to introduce 4 different algorithms. Initially, we introduce the Median

Elimination algorithm, which is one of the first best arm identification algorithms.

Next we introduce the Exponential Gap algorithm, which uses Median Elimination as a

sub-routine, and has optimal sample complexity. After this we introduce the Incremen-

tal Exponential Gap algorithm, which is an original algorithm from our research. It is
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included in the background to show its connection to the Exponential Gap algorithm,

and to explain the differences between them. Finally, we discuss the LUCB algorithm

or Lower Upper Confidence Bounds algorithm. This algorithm was initially used to

solve top w arms in a bandits problem, but the concept is introduced here as the main

algorithm in this work (MD-LUCB) uses the same main technique that LUCB employs.

2.2.1 Median Elimination Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Median Elimination

1 Input: ϵ > 0, δ > 0
2 Set S1 = [K], ϵ1 = ϵ/4, δ1 = δ/2, r = 1
3 while Sr > 1 do

4 Sample every arm a ∈ Sr for
r

(ϵr/2)2
log( 3

δr
) times, and let µ̂r

a denote each
arm’s empirical mean

5 Find the median arm’s empirical mean and call it m̂r

6 Set Sr+1 = Sr \ {a : µ̂r
a < m̂r}

7 Update r = r + 1
8 Output remaining arm in Sr

One of the first algorithms used for best arm identification being Median Elimi-

nation [Even-Dar et al., 2006]. Median Elimination (Algorithm 1) works in rounds,

where each round it pulls all of the remaining arms the same number of times, then

removes half of the remaining arms based on their empirical reward. The algorithm

halts once there is one arm remaining. Median Elimination is (ϵ, δ)-PAC, with a

sample complexity of

O

(
K

ϵ2
log(

1

δ
)

)
.
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2.2.2 Exponential Gap Algorithm

Algorithm 2: Exponential Gap Algorithm

1 Input: δ > 0
2 Initialize S1 = [K], r = 1
3 while |Sr| > 1 do

4 Let ϵr = 2−r, and δr = δ/(50r2)
5 Sample each arm tr = ( 2

ϵr
) ln( 2

δr
) times, and let µ̂r

a be the average reward

6 Invoke ar = MedianElimination(Sr, ϵr/2, δr)
7 Set Sr+1 = Sr \ {a ∈ Sr : µ̂

r
a < µ̂r

ar − ϵr}
8 update r = r + 1
9 Output remaining arm in Sr

This was further improved on with the Exponential Gap (EG) Algorithm (Al-

gorithm 2) [Karnin et al., 2013], which has the optimal sample complexity for best

arm identification, as seen in Section 2 of [Jamieson et al., 2014], and uses Median

Elimination as a subroutine. This algorithm works in rounds, where in each round it

pulls every remaining arm the same amount in a given round to get an estimate on the

mean reward of each arm a as µ̂a that has a confidence radius of ϵr/2. Then, EG runs

an iteration of Median Elimination that determines which arm is best arm for round

ar, with a guarantee that the expected mean reward µar is within ϵr/2 of the expected

mean reward of µ∗. Finally, EG eliminates any arms that are not within ϵr of the

empirical reward of the arm ar, as if the gap in empirical mean reward between ar and

some arm a is bigger than ϵr, we can say that with high probability the eliminated

arm was not the best arm. It stops when there is one arm remaining and outputs that

arm as the best arm.

Algorithm 2 is (0, δ)-PAC, and we can use Theorem 1 from [Karnin et al., 2013] to

give a sample complexity bound on this algorithm.

Theorem 1. With probability at least 1− δ, Algorithm 2 identifies the optimal arm
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using

O

(
K∑
a=2

1

(∆a)2
log

(
1

δ
log

(
1

(∆2
a)

)))
arm pulls.

In [Karnin et al., 2013], they also introduce a variation to the Exponential Gap

algorithm that is (ϵ, δ)-PAC, where the only change to the algorithm changing the

stopping condition so that the algorithm either stops when there is one arm remaining

or when it has completed O(log(1/ϵ) rounds. Theorem 2 gives a sample complexity

claim to this variation. We will use this theorem and the exponential gap algorithm

proofs to give us a new algorithm that solves a slightly different problem than standard

best arm identification in the next part, called the Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-

EG) algorithm.

Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm that with probability at least 1− δ, finds an

ϵ-optimal arm using

O

(
K∑
a=2

1

(∆ϵ
a)

2
log

(
1

δ
log

(
1

(∆ϵ
a)

2

)))

arm pulls, where ∆ϵ
a := max(∆a, ϵ).

2.2.3 Incremental Exponential Gap Algorithm

Algorithm 3: Incremental Exponential Gap

1 Input: δ > 0, r > 0, S ⊆ A
2 Let ϵ = 2−r/4, δ = δ/(50r2)
3 Sample each arm a ∈ S a total of t = ( 2

ϵ2
) ln(2

δ
) times to get estimated means

ν̂a
4 Invoke a∗ = MedianElimination(S, ϵ/2, δ).
5 Set S2 = S \ {a ∈ S : µ̂a∗ < µ̂a − ϵr }
6 Return ν̂a∗ , S2

We introduce a new algorithm based on the Exponential Gap algorithm called the

Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-EG) Algorithm. The main distinction between
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these algorithms is that EG outputs a guess of the best arm, whereas INC-EG outputs

a value for the estimated mean reward of the best arm. The goal of INC-EG is to

output an estimate of the highest mean reward from a set of arms, and have guarantees

on how precise that estimate is. INC-EG runs for a single round, where it still uses

Median Elimination to determine which arm has is going to be our best arm, and

draws samples to get an estimate of the reward of that arm.

We keep track of the set S2 as our new set of remaining arms, as we may want to

call INC-EG again to get an even more precise estimate of the mean reward of the

best arm, and we would then pass in the set S2 to INC-EG. When INC-EG eliminates

arms, we can say with high certainty the eliminated arms are not the best arm, thanks

to Lemma 3.3 from [Karnin et al., 2013], which holds for INC-EG as well.

If we want to use this algorithm to estimate µ∗, then we can use Theorem 3. This is

how we will be using INC-EG as a subroutine in the algorithm MD-LUCB in Chapter

4.

Theorem 3. The empirical mean reward µ̂ar outputted from INC-EG for round r will

be within ϵr of µ∗ with high probability 1− 2δr.

Proof. Initially, from Lemma 3.3 from [Karnin et al., 2013], we can say with high

probability that the best arm is still in the remaining arm set after r rounds. This

holds true for INC-EG as well, as the way we pull and eliminate arms for any round r

of INC-EG is the same as in round r of the while loop of EG.

Now that we know the best arm still remains in the arm set, we want to show that

µ̂ar > µ∗ − ϵr. We know from the call to Median Elimination inside of INC-EG that

the mean reward from the outputted arm ar (µar) will be within ϵr/2 of µ∗. From

Hoeffding’s inequality, we know that the empirical mean reward µ̂a of every arm a

will be within ϵr/2 of its true mean reward µa with probability 1− δr. From this we
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get that µ̂ar > µar − ϵr/2 > µ∗ − ϵr with at least probability 1− 2δr. For the other

side, it is obvious that µ̂ar < µ∗ + ϵr, as µ̂ar < µar + ϵr/2 < µ∗ + ϵr/2.

Therefore we know that µ̂ar can only at most be ϵr away from µ∗, so this algorithm

will always output an empirical mean reward that is within ϵr of µ
∗, and we can use

the outputted empirical mean to form a confidence interval around µ∗.

2.2.4 LUCB: An Algorithm for Finding the Top w Arms

Algorithm 4: LUCB

1 Input: δ > 0, Arm set A
2 Set h∗

t = a ∈ A, l∗t = a ∈ A, t = 0
3 while Lh∗

t
< Ul∗t

do

4 Update which arms are in sets X and Y
5 Update arms h∗

t and l∗t and pull each once
6 Update all confidence intervals
7 t = t+ 1
8 Output set of arms A

Now we look at a variation of the standard problem setting. Our goal is now to find

the top w arms, instead of the single best arm, where the higher the expected reward

an arm has, the better it is. The LUCB, or lower upper confidence bound technique

[Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012], was first used to solve this problem. LUCB (Algorithm

4) is an epoch based algorithm, where every epoch we split the arms into two sets: the

upper set and the lower set, which we call sets X and Y . The upper set contains the

w arms with the highest empirical averages, and the lower set contains the remaining

K −w arms. We then find arm h∗
t = mina∈X La(t), which is the arm with the smallest

lower confidence bound in set X at time t, and arm l∗t = maxa∈Y Ua(t), which is the

arm with the highest upper confidence bound in set Y at time t. We think of arm h∗
t

as the wth biggest arm at time t and arm l∗t as the (w + 1)th biggest arm at time t.

Every epoch we check if Lh,t < Ul,t. If this true, we pull both arms l∗t and h∗
t and go

to the next epoch. If this is false, we so we stop our algorithm, as this implies that
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the upper confidence bound of all arms in Y is lower than the lower confidence bound

of all arms in X. If we can say with high probability the mean reward of every arm is

contained within its confidence interval, then we can say we have found the best w

arms. This stopping condition is useful in other best arm identification problems as

well, such as [Garivier et al., 2016] and in MDLUCB, defined in Chapter 4.

2.3 Fairness in Bandit Problems

The most common definition of a “best” arm is the arm with the highest mean reward.

However, this is not the only way of defining the best arm. Another way could be

finding the most “fair” arm, where our problem setting is shifted from the original

bandit setting to one where we split our population into distinct groups. Let G be a set

of groups, going from 1 to m. Each time we pick an arm, we also pick a corresponding

group, and then we see the reward that that group receives from that arm at that

time. Each arm-group pair we assume is independent of other arm-group pairs, so

there is no dependence between the same arm in different groups or the same group

with different arms. An example of this can be clinical trials, where it has been shown

that drugs can have different levels of effectiveness between men and women [Whitley

and Lindsey, 2009]. If we define the best arm as the one which generates the highest

average reward from all the groups, some groups may have very little reward compared

to others with very high rewards, which can be seen as unfair. This unfairness leads

to different ways of determining which is the best arm in this setting.

There have been different forms of fairness proposed in the multi-armed bandit

setting. Some papers have focused on fairness for regret minimization, where they

make sure each arm is still being pulled a constant fraction of the time, or a minimum

number of times [Patil et al., 2021, Chen et al., 2020]. We focus on fairness with best

arm identification.
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[Garivier et al., 2016] consider minimax fairness in the best arm identification

setting, but it is expressed game-theoretically as doing maximin action identification.

This paper looks at playing a zero-sum two player game where player one makes a

choice (picks an arm), and then player two makes their best choice (picks a group

for that arm). Under this constraint, the optimal arm will be the arm maximizes

the minimum reward player one can receive assuming player two does the optimal

response action. We are going to frame this response action as player two choosing

a group for player one’s choice of arm. The algorithm this paper presents, called

Maximin Lower Upper Confidence Bound (M-LUCB), uses a similar stopping rule to

LUCB. For each arm a at time t we define the group

ga(t) = argmin
g∈G

La,g(t),

where La,g(t) is the lower confidence bound of arm a in group g, so ga(t) is the group

with the smallest lower confidence bound for arm a at time step t. From here, we

define our two arms we pull as

ât = argmax
a∈A

µ̂a,ga(t)(t),

and

b̂t = argmax
a∈A,a ̸=ât

Ua,g(t),

where Ua,g(t) is the upper confidence bound for arm a at time t. These two arms with

their groups make pairs Ht = (ât, gât) and St = (b̂t, gb̂t). M-LUCB pulls these two

pairs, and its stopping condition checks if the lower confidence bound of Ht is still

higher than the upper confidence bound of St. If this is true, M-LUCB finishes and

outputs at from pair Ht as the best arm; if it is not true, they recalculate Ht and St

and run another epoch.

When we frame this same problem in terms of maximin fairness instead of two
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players in a zero-sum game, we can have player one select an arm, and player 2 after

seeing what arm player one has picked selects a group, and the optimal choice for

player one would be the maximin fair choice for all of the groups under this alternative

framing of the problem.

The origin of this definition of group envy fairness comes from a paper on prin-

ciple component analysis (PCA) [Samadi et al., 2018], although they do not call it

disappointment. For their problem, they are looking at how for standard PCA, there

can be a higher reconstruction error for a population A than another population B

when running PCA on both populations, and coming up with a fair way to reduce

the difference in reconstruction error between the two populations. We can have a

comparison the least reconstruction error we can have for population A by running

PCA on just population A, and then do the same for population B, which will have

reconstruction errors E∗
A and E∗

B. We can think of these values as the optimal choices

for our two populations, or the best arms for the groups in the multi-armed bandit

setting. Then when running their version of PCA with reconstruction error EA(S) for

population A and EB(S) for population B, for each sample they take into account

E∗
A and E∗

B depending on which population the sample comes from. Their goal is to

minimize the difference between E∗
A and EA(S) for population A samples and E∗

B and

EB(S) for population B samples. In other words, the goal is to pick the best low-rank

subspace S, where

S = argmin
S′

{E∗
A − EA(S

′), E∗
B − EB(S

′)},

which we can think of in the multi armed bandit setting of a 2 group problem

where we define our best arm as the arm which minimizes the maximum difference

between the best arm in a group and that arm in a group.
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Chapter 3

Disappointment Minimax Fairness

3.1 Problem Setup

We consider a stochastic game where we have a set of arms A indexed by a ∈

{1, 2, . . . , K}, and a set of groups G indexed by g ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Each arm has

a representative in each group; we use P to denote an arm-group pair (a, g) and

P := A×G. Each arm-group pair has its own distribution, where the mean reward

of each pair P = (a, g) is denoted by µP or µa,g, for all P ∈ P. We define a∗g to be

any highest mean reward arm in a group g, with corresponding mean reward as µ∗
g

:= maxa∈A µa,g. These rewards are bounded between 0 and 1. We parameterize this

bandit model by µ = (µP )P∈P . At time t from 1, 2, . . . , T , we pick one arm from

one group (pair Pt = (at, gt)) to get a random reward Xt, where Xt is a a Bernoulli

random variable with mean µPt .

We want to have a way of picking arms from groups dynamically so that we

can determine which arm minimizes the maximum (with respect to the groups)

disappointment with high probability, while sampling from the arms as little as

possible. We develop an algorithm with the following information in a similar setup to

[Garivier et al., 2016], which is restated here. We adopt a sequential learning strategy

(Pt, τ, a
∗). We define Ft = σ(X1, X2, ...Xt) as a sigma field created from all previous
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information of the observations up to time t, and we adopt a strategy with:

• A sampling rule Pt ∈ P where Pt is Ft−1-measurable,

• A stopping condition τ that decides when the algorithm will finish, measurable

with respect to Ft,

• A final guess â for a∗.

We define the disappointment of arm a in group g as

Da,g := µ∗
g − µa,g.

If arm a∗g was picked as our best arm, then people in group g would suffer 0 dis-

appointment because they got their best choice. In addition, we define the cost of

disappointment for an arm (Ca) to be the maximum disappointment of any group

under arm a, or

Ca := max
g∈G

Da,g,

where group g∗a is a group that witnesses the maximum disappointment under arm a.

Our goal is to find the arm that minimizes the cost of disappointment. We therefore

define the best arm as

a∗ := argmin
a∈A

max
g∈G

Da,g = argmin
a∈A

Ca.

To simplify notation, we order the arms such that C1 < C2 ≤ C3 ≤ · · · ≤ Ck, making

a∗ = arm 1. The goal is to be able to pick a∗ with high confidence 1− δ while sampling

from as few arm-group pairs as possible. In other words, the strategy chosen should

be δ-PAC.

One common stopping condition for best arm identification problems uses con-

fidence intervals, where when working with costs, we want to stop when the upper
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confidence bound of the lowest cost arm is smaller than all other arms. This technique

was first used in [Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012], and will be used for our stopping

condition here. To make a confidence interval surrounding the expected disappoint-

ment level, we have to use the difference between the mean reward of two arms,

which means that we need to approximate both the arm-group pairs that minimize

the disappointment any group suffers and the arms which have the highest expected

reward in those groups. If we form a confidence interval around each of the cost values,

we can form a stopping condition. Our stopping condition will be when the confidence

intervals around the cost of disappointment of our best arm C1 no longer overlap with

the confidence interval of our second best arms cost of disappoint, C2. In other words,

when upper confidence bound on C1 is lower than the lower confidence interval on C2,

we have reached our stopping condition.

The first attempt may be to try a naive algorithm where we would pull every

arm in every group equally. This will be optimal in the two arm two group setting,

as we should be pulling the best arms in each group and the groups that maximize

disappointment for a given arm. In this case, either one arm has the highest reward

for both groups, in which case the best arm is obvious, or one arm is the best for

one group and the worst for the other. In this case, we would need to pull all 4 arms

to get an accurate estimate of C1 and C2, meaning we will pull all 4 arms an equal

number of times in the best case scenario.

However, in a case with either more than two arms or more than two groups, we

easily show that we can do better than the naive strategy. For an example, in Figure

1.1 we see that arm 1 in group 2 does not maximize disappointment for arm 1, and

is not the maximum reward arm in group 2, so an ideal algorithm should be able to

quickly realize arm 1 in group 2 does not need to be pulled often to distinguish the

difference between the Ca values. In the next chapter an algorithm is presented that

will be able to take advantage of these benefits.
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Chapter 4

Algorithms

To find the best arm, we need to be able to estimate certain Da,g gaps effectively,

while minimizing the number of pulls. We also want to make a point that here our

goal is to minimize disappointment, instead of the standard best arm framework of

maximizing reward. Our approach is to make pulls in two different situations: pulling

to find the best arm, and pulling to estimate the highest reward arms in certain groups.

To deal with estimating the mean reward of the highest reward arm in groups, we

can use the Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-EG) algorithm introduced in Chapter

2. We can call INC-EG for a new round r on one group g whenever we need a more

precise measurement of the highest mean reward arm from group g. We define rg(t)

be the number of rounds we have called INC-EG for group g by the end of time t.

This subroutine outputs ν̂g(r), which is our estimate of the reward of the best arm

in group g after r rounds. We can use this subroutine to get a confidence interval

[Lg(r), Ug(r)] surrounding µ∗
g, where

Ug(r) := ν̂g(r) + ϵg(r) and Lg(r) := ν̂g(r)− ϵg(r), (4.1)

and where ϵg(r) is the precision of the highest reward arm in group g after r rounds

of INC-EG. We call this subroutine for each group, which gives an estimate of the
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highest reward arm in each group. We get a new precision ϵg(r + 1) = ϵg(r)/2 if we

call the subroutine for round r + 1 in group g, as the subroutine will be sampling an

arm an order of log(1/ϵg(r)) times.

INC-EG allows us to have an algorithm that only focuses on finding the best

arm, and when we need a more accurate estimate of the highest mean reward arm

in a group, we can just call INC-EG for another round. We use the lower upper

confidence bound technique (LUCB [Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012]) for finding the

best arm. When the upper confidence bound for C1 is less than the lower confidence

bound for C2, we can conclude with high probability arm 1 is the best. Combining

the LUCB technique with strategic calls to the subroutine is the general idea behind

the MD-LUCB Algorithm.

4.1 Minimax Disappointment Lower Upper Confi-

dence Bounds (MD-LUCB)

The MD-LUCB algorithm builds on the M-LUCB algorithm in [Garivier et al., 2016].

MD-LUCB needs to also estimate µ∗
g, which it does by periodically calling INC-EG as

a subroutine. MD-LUCB also needs to control how often it calls INC-EG so that we

are not over sampling to find the highest mean reward arms when not necessary. We

use s to enumerate epochs, where s ∈ N and N := N0. Epoch zero is the initial state

where we pull each arm-group pair once, and all subsequent epochs s will be referring

to each iteration of a while loop.

First, we will sketch the outline of how MD-LUCB works. MD-LUCB, like LUCB

and M-LUCB, is going to find two arms to pull each epoch, and pull them. Then it

will check a difference of upper and lower confidence bounds between them, and if
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there is no overlap between them it will halt. The extra step added to MD-LUCB is

that after finding and pulling the two arms, MD-LUCB checks the confidence radius

around those arms, and the confidence radius around the mean reward of the best

arm for each arm’s respective group. If the confidence radius is ever smaller for one of

the arms we are pulling compared to the confidence radius around µ∗
g from the same

group as we are pulling from, then we call INC-EG. This can be seen in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: MD-LUCB

1 Input: δ > 0, A, G
2 Set t = 1
3 Set δE = δ/2, δH = δ/2, δg = δH/|G|
4 Set rg(t) = 1, ϵg(rg(t)) = 1/8 for all g ∈ G
5 Set ν̂g(rg(t)), Sg(rg(t)) = INC-EG(δg, rg(t), g, A) for all g ∈ G
6 Pull every pair P ∈ P one time
7 Set s = 1, t0 = t− 1
8 while UDP1(ts−1)

(ts−1) ≥ LDP2(ts−1)
(ts−1) do

9 Update P1(ts−1), P2(ts−1)
10 Pull pair P1(ts−1)
11 Pull pair P2(ts−1)
12 Set g1 = ga1(t)(t), g2 = ga2(t)(t)
13 if ϵP1(t)(t) < ϵg1(rg1(t)) then
14 Set ν̂g1(rg1(t)), Sg1(rg1(t)) = INC-EG(δg, rg1(t) + 1, g1, Sg1(rg1(t)))
15 Set rg1(t) = rg1(t) + 1, ϵg1(rg1(t)) = ϵg1(rg1(t))/2

16 if ϵP2(t)(t) < ϵg2(rg2(t)) then
17 Set ν̂g2(rg2(t)), Sg2(rg2(t)) = INC-EG(δg, rg2(t) + 1, g2, Sg2(rg2(t)))
18 Set rg2(t) = rg2(t) + 1, ϵg2(rg2(t)) = ϵg2(rg2(t))/2

19 Set ts = t− 1
20 Set s = s+ 1

21 Return arm a ∈ P1(ts−1

To figure out which arms we are going to pull each epoch, we need to introduce a few

things. We define a new event EMD(t), which happens when we are pulling with the

objective of determining the best arm, instead of determining the highest reward value

from groups. In other words, these are the pulls happening directly in MD-LUCB, not

in INC-EG. We define Na,g(t) :=
∑t

k=1 1(Pk=(a,g))1(EMD(t)) as the number of samples

of pair (a, g) from MD-LUCB by the end of time t, N(t) :=
∑

a,g∈|A|×|G| Na,g(t) as
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the total number of samples from MD-LUCB for all pairs by the end of time t, and

µ̂a,g(t) =
∑t

k=1Xk1(Pk=(a,g))1(EMD(t))/Na,g(t) as the empirical mean reward of pulls

from MD-LUCB for pair (a, g). We use a Hoeffding style bound to get a confidence

radius around µ̂a,g(t), defined as

ϵa,g(t) :=

√
β(N(t), δE)

2Na,g(t)
, (4.2)

where β(N(t), δE) is some exploration rate based on the number of time steps where

we have pulled from MD-LUCB N(t) and the failure probability δE. This leads to the

confidence interval [Ua,g(t), La,g(t)] surrounding µa,g, where

Ua,g(t) := µ̂a,g(t) + ϵa,g(t) and La,g(t) := µ̂a,g(t)− ϵa,g(t). (4.3)

We define empirical estimates of Da,g as

D̂a,g(t) := ν̂g(rg(t))− µ̂a,g(t),

and the confidence interval surrounding Da,g to be [LDa,g(t), UDa,g(t)], where

UDa,g(t) := Ug(rg(t))− La,g(t) and LDa,g(t) := Lg(rg(t))− Ua,g(t).

Now, denoting group

ga(t) := argmax
g∈G

UDa,g(t),

we define empirical estimates of Ca as

Ĉa(t) := D̂a,ga(t),

and confidence interval surrounding Ca to be [LCa(t), UCa(t)], where

UCa(t) := UDa,ga(t)
(t) and LCa(t) := LDa,ga(t)

(t). (4.4)
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We define time step ts to be the last time step of epoch s, with ts=0 being the time

right before we enter the loop in Algorithm 5 for the first time. MD-LUCB finds two

arms to pull each epoch s > 0:

a1(ts−1) := argmin
a∈A

Ĉa(ts−1) and a2(ts−1) := arg min
a∈A,a ̸=a1(ts−1)

LCa(ts−1).

With these two arms and their estimated best response groups ga1(ts−1)(ts−1) and

ga2(ts−1)(ts−1), we have P1(ts−1)= (a1(ts−1), ga1(ts−1)(ts−1)), as the pair we think of with

our best arm in epoch s, and P2(ts−1) = (a2(ts−1), ga2(ts−1)(ts−1)) as the pair with the

second best arm in epoch s. These two pairs of arms are the pairs that MD-LUCB

pulls in epoch s. We use time ts−1 to find our pairs P1(ts−1) and P2(ts−1) to pull for

epoch s. This is also the time step where we check our stopping condition.

We think of the pair P1(ts−1) as the current best arm in epoch s > 0, and P2(ts−1)

as our optimistic view on the best arm in epoch s > 0. We pull P1(ts−1) to shrink the

confidence interval of the current best arm, and we pull P2(ts−1) to guarantee that

the confidence interval of all of the Ca terms are shrinking. Pulling arms in this way

for any epoch s > 0, we know we are lowering the pessimistic cost of the best arm,

and raising the optimistic cost of the second best arm.

Now that we have defined P1(ts) and P2(ts), we can can describe the full process

of MD-LUCB. In lines 1-7, we run the first round of the INC-EG algorithm on each

group, which gives an initial approximation of the highest mean reward in each group,

and pulls each arm-group pair one time to form confidence intervals around µa,g. We

call this epoch 0. In line 9-11 we find the new pairs P1 and P2 for this epoch and pull

them. Line 12 is used to simplify notation inside the algorithm, where g1 is the group

in P1 at time ts−1 and g2 is the group in P2 at time ts−1. Lines 13-15 check to see if the

confidence interval surround µ∗
g is smaller than the confidence interval around µP1(ts−1),

and if not, we call INC-EG on the next round. Lines 16-18 check the same condition as
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13-15, but now for the second pair P2(ts−1) and group g2. Line 19-20 update our epoch

and the final time step of that epoch. If the upper confidence bound of P1(ts−1) is less

than the lower confidence bound of P2(ts−1), then we stop the algorithm and return the

arm that is a part of pair P1(ts−1); if is it larger, we go to the next epoch of MD-LUCB.

If ϵP1(t)(t) or ϵP2(t)(t) is ever smaller than the corresponding ϵg(rg(t)) value used

to get the disappointment, we call the INC-EG algorithm on group g for round

rg(t) + 1. This way we always have that for every arm a for a given group g, we have

a tighter confidence interval around µ∗
g than µa,g, which is important in the analysis

of MD-LUCB.

4.2 Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-EG)

Algorithm 6: Incremental Exponential Gap

1 Input: δg > 0, r > 0, g ∈ G,Sg(r) ⊆ A
2 Set ϵg(r) = 2−r/4, δr,g = δg/50r

2

3 Sample each arm a ∈ Sg(r) a total of tr = (1/ϵg(r)
2) ln(2/δr,g) times to get

estimated means ν̂a
4 Invoke ag(r) = MedianElimination(Sg(r), ϵg(r)/4, δr,g).
5 Set Sg(r + 1) = Sg(r) \ {a ∈ Sg(r) : µ̂ar,g < µ̂a,g − ϵg(r)/2 }
6 Return ν̂ag(r), Sg(r + 1)

The Incremental Exponential Gap (INC-EG) algorithm was first referenced in

Chapter 2, and it is based off of the Exponential Gap (EG) algorithm [Karnin et al.,

2013]. A version of INC-EG with groups that MD-LUCB calls is given as Algorithm 6,

and from here onward, when we refer to INC-EG, we will be referring to Algorithm 6

instead of the Algorithm 3. The EG algorithm takes in a set of arms and outputs the

arm with highest reward, whereas INC-EG takes in a set of active arms and outputs

an estimate of the highest mean reward. We need this change as we use INC-EG to

help estimate disappointment levels, which are based off of the estimate of the highest

mean reward, not which arm has the highest mean reward.
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We split the failure probability of δH equally among each group, so δg = δH/|G|.

Failure probability δg is the probability of any call of INC-EG from group g outputting

an empirical reward not within ϵg(r) of the true highest reward in group g. We define

Sg(r) as the set of remaining arms that we are still considering to be the highest

reward arm after r calls to INC-EG for group g.

INC-EG is a round based algorithm that is called for a single group for a single

round. Each round r of INC-EG takes the remaining arms Sg(r) in g that with high

probability can still be the best arm in that group and pulls them until we can say that

with high probability the highest mean empirical reward from INC-EG ν̂g(rg(t)), is

within ϵg(rg(t)) of the actual highest reward µ∗
g. At the end of each round it eliminates

arms that are not within ϵg(rg(t)) of best arm at that epoch. Arm ag(r) is found by

running median elimination on the remaining arms, and the true reward of that arm

is µag(r),g.
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Chapter 5

Sample Complexity Analysis

Before commencing the analysis, it will be useful to introduce an event EEG(t), which,

together with its disjoint event EMD(t), specifies which algorithm (INC-EG or MD-

LUCB) made pulls at each time t. Event EMD(t) happens when we are pulling to find

the best arm at time t, and event EEG(t) happens when we are pulling to find the

highest reward arms from the groups at time t.

This sample complexities of INC-EG and MD-LUCB is split to make analysis

easier, as counting the number of epochs in MD-LUCB to find out how many pulls we

have does not work when we have a variable number of pulls happening in each epoch.

For example, in some epoch s, we can pull only the pairs P1(ts−1) and P2(ts−1), and

in another, we can pull those two pairs plus however many pulls happens inside of

a call to INC-EG at that time, which is dependant on how many rounds INC-EG

has been called already on a given group. We can also potentially have two different

calls to INC-EG happen in the same epoch, one for each pair. Therefore splitting

the pulls between the two different situations simplifies the problem greatly. Also, by

decoupling the analysis of the two algorithms, we can treat the INC-EG algorithm as

a black-box inside of MD-LUCB, and it can be replaced by a more efficient best arm

identification algorithm in the future.
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To analyze the algorithms, we are going to first show that the confidence intervals

surrounding the disappointment levels and their costs contain their true values with

high probability. For all of the following analysis, we define the event

Hr,g = µa∗g ,g ∈ [ Lg(r), Ug(r)],

along with events Hg = ∩r∈N Hr,g, and H = ∩g∈G Hg. We also define event

Es = ∩
P∈P

(µP ∈ [La,g(ts), Ua,g(ts)]),

and event E = ∩s∈N Es. Event H holds when the highest mean reward for a group is

contained within the confidence interval in (4.1) for all groups and rounds, and event

E holds when all arm-group pairs are within their confidence intervals in (4.3) for all

time steps ts. We define the failure probability of event H with δH , and the failure

probability of event E is δE. If events E and H hold true, then we show that our

confidence intervals around Da,g and Ca terms hold for the duration of the algorithm.

5.1 δ−PAC Guarantee

To guarantee we pick the best arm with probability at least 1− δ, we split the failure

probability δ equally between δE and δH , where δE controls the confidence intervals

of µa,g and δH controls the confidence intervals around µ∗
g. If both events E and H

happen, then we know that the algorithm will pick the best arm. We introduce Lemma

4 to show that we can create a confidence interval surrounding µ∗
g using the output of

INC-EG for some round r and group g.

Lemma 4. For any round r and any group g, with probability at least 1 − 2δr,g,

INC-EG outputs ν̂g(r) such that µa∗g ,g ∈ [Lg(r), Ug(r)].

Proof. First, we note that the empirical reward outputted from INC-EG in round r
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from group g is made up of pulls from a single arm, so we define that the expected

mean reward from ν̂g(r) as νg for round r in group g.

We want to show that µa∗g ≤ Ug(r) in round r. INC-EG calls the Median Elimina-

tion algorithm with arm set Sg(r), failure probability δr,g, and precision ϵg(r)/2. From

Theorem 10 in [Even-Dar et al., 2006], we know that the Median Elimination algorithm

will output an arm with a reward that is within ϵg(r)/2 of µa∗g ,g with probability at

least 1− δr,g. We upper bound µa∗g ,g with

µa∗g ≤ νg + ϵg(r)/2

≤ ν̂g(r)) + ϵg(r) from Hoeffding’s Inequality

= Ug(r).

We now show that µa∗g ≥ Lg(r), which is true because

µa∗g ≥ νr ≥ Lg(r).

Now, it is clear that µa∗g ,g ∈ [Lg(r), Ug(r)] with probability at least 1− 2δr,g.

We can use Lemma 4 to show that event H holds with probability at least 1− δH .

To do so, we set our failure probability for a single group to be δr,g = δg/(50r
2) like

in [Karnin et al., 2013]. Then using Lemma 4, we know that event Hr,g fails with

probability at most 2δr,g for some round r. To bound the failure probability of event

Hg we can use a union bound over the rounds of event Hr,g failing as event Hg occurs

if Hr,g happens for every round. We note that
∑∞

r=1 2δr,g ≤ δg, and using this we

get that event Hg happens with probability at least 1− δg. Now we want to get an

upper bound on H failing, which we know does not happen if event Hg occurs for all

groups. We take a union bound over groups of event Hg failing, which has a failure

probability of δg. This gives us an upper bound on the failure probability of event H
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of
∑|G|

g=1 δg = δH . Therefore event H holds with probability at least 1− δH .

To show event E holds, we set the exploration rate such that the confidence intervals

surrounding µa,g hold for all arms a and groups g, and for all times ts, where s ∈ N,

with a probability of at least 1− δE. The exploration rates used are in equations (5.3)

and (5.4), which are included in Lemmas 10 and 11. We leave these lemmas and their

proofs for later in this chapter, as they also include bounds on the number of samples

we need from picking the different exploration rates.

If E and H hold, then Lemmas 5 and 6 below imply that the confidence intervals

surrounding Da,g and Ca hold for all time steps ts, where s ∈ N.

Lemma 5. Assuming events H and Es hold, then Da,g ∈ [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)].

Proof. Disappointment D̂a,g is made up of µ̂a,g(ts) and ν̂g(rg(ts)). Our first step will

be showing that these values are good estimators for their true value counterparts in

Da,g, which are µa,g and µa∗g ,g.

We know µa,g ∈ [La,g(ts), Ua,g(ts)] from Es. We also know from Lemma 4 and event

H that µa∗g ,g ∈ [Lrg(t)(ts), Urg(ts)(ts)]. To upper bound Da,g, we use these facts to get

Da,g = µa∗,g − µa,g

≤ Urg(ts)(ts)− La,g(ts)

= UDa,g(ts).

Now that we have an upper bound on Da,g, we can use those same facts for our lower

bound to get

Da,g = µa∗,g − µa,g

≥ Lrg(ts)(ts)− Ua,g(ts)

= LDa,g(ts).
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Therefore Da,g ∈ [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)].

Lemma 6. Assuming H and Es hold, then Ca ∈ [LCa(ts), UCa(ts)].

Proof. For this proof we want to show that the confidence interval around the disap-

pointment level for arm a from group ga(ts) will contain the actual disappointment

level for that same arm but from group g∗a. To prove this, Ca will be displayed as

Da,g∗a , and Ĉa as D̂a,ga(ts) so that we can show that even if g∗a and ga(ts) are different

groups, the confidence interval of Da,g∗a will always fall completely inside of the interval

of Da,ga(ts).

First, we get an upper bound on Da,g∗a with

Da,g∗a = max
j∈G

Da,j

≤ max
j∈G

UDa,j
(ts)

= UDa,ga(ts)
(ts).

Now we assume that Da,g∗a < LDa,ga(ts)
(ts) and ga(ts) ̸= g∗a. This would then mean

that Da,g∗a < Da,ga(ts), which is impossible, as by definition g∗a = argmaxj∈GDa,j. If

ga(ts) = g∗a then we know Da,g∗a ≥ LDa,g∗a
(ts) when events Es and H hold. Therefore

Da,g∗a ≥ LDa,ga(ts)
(ts). So it follows that Da,g∗a ∈ [LDa,ga(ts)

(ts), UDa,ga(ts)
(ts)], which is

the same as Ca ∈ [LCa(ts), UCa(ts)].

Now that we know that we have confidence intervals that hold for Da,g and Ca,

we look at the sample complexity of the algorithm. The stopping time of MD-LUCB

with failure probability δ is defined as τδ. For the sample complexity at each time step

t, we pull one arm from one group, and exactly one of EMD(t) or EEG(t) happens.

Let T be a deterministic time. We are going to The total sample complexity of the

algorithm is upper bounded by

min(τδ, T ) =
T∑
t=1

1(τδ<t) =
T∑
t=1

1(τδ<t)1(EMD(t)) +
T∑
t=1

1(τδ<t)1(EEG(t)).
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If we show that the algorithm stops at some time T > τδ, we can bound the sample

complexity. We split up the sample complexity between pulls to find the best arm

(from MD-LUCB), and pulls to get more precision on the highest reward arms in

groups (from INC-EG). We define N(t) and M(t) to be counters of how many times

we have pulled from MD-LUCB and INC-EG respectively by time t, with the total

pulls from each at the end of our algorithm being N = N(τδ) and M = M(τδ), and

the total sample complexity being τδ = N +M .

5.2 MD-LUCB Sample Complexity

We decompose the number of pulls from MD-LUCB as N =
∑

(a,g)∈P Na,g, where Na,g

counts the number of times pair (a, g) is pulled from MD-LUCB. We bound N in

Theorem 7. This bound does not depend on ϵg(r), as we know ϵg(rg(ts)) < ϵa,g(ts) is

true for every (a, g) pair and for all times ts from the construction of the algorithm.

This means we can upper bound the confidence radius of Da,g by 2 ϵa,g(t), and get an

upper bound on N with failure probability 1− δE.

Theorem 7. Let

H(µ) =
∑

(a,g)∈P

1

max((Da,g − Ca)2, (Ca − C1+C2

2
)2)

.

On the events H and E, MD-LUCB will return the best arm in a total number of

samples under event EMD(t) upper bounded by

S(µ, δE) = inf{s ∈ N : 16H(µ)β(N(ts), δE) < ts}.

We interpret the complexity term H as making sure we have enough pulls for an

arm-group pair (a, g) such that we either

• Have pulled enough to discriminate between the disappointment Da,g of an arm

from its cost of disappointment Ca, or
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• Have pulled enough to discriminate between the cost of disappointment from

that arm and the cost of disappointment of the average between the two best

arms C1 and C2. This term is an artifact of our proof as there is one arm-group

pair that will have a disappointment value equal to C1, meaning if we used

the best arm’s cost of disappointment C1, that pair would have infinite sample

complexity when defined this way.

Intuitively, we need to pull enough times to to discriminate between Da,g and C1,

as if we do not, then we may end up picking a different arm-group pair for our value

of Ĉa, which has less disappointment than Ca does. This could change which arm is

considered to be the best, and we would pick the incorrect arm as our best arm.

Intuitively, we need to pull enough times to discriminate between Ca and C1 (in

this case (C1 + C2)/2 so we can determine with high probability which of our arms

in the best choice. If we do not pull this many times for a arm-group pair then we

cannot say with high probability which arm is the best.

In the exploration rate there is a cost of at least log(1/δ), so we can think of each

arm-group pair as costing H · log(1/δ).

To prove Theorem 7, we first need to introduce Lemmas 8 and 9. The proofs of

these lemmas are in Appendix A.

Lemma 8. Let c ∈ [C1, C2], and s ∈ N. On Es and H, if ρδE > s, there exists

P ∈ {P1(ts), P2(ts)} such that

c ∈ [LDP
(ts), UDP

(ts)].

Lemma 9. Let c ∈ [C1, C2], and s ∈ N.

On Es and H, for every (a, g) ∈ {P1(ts), P2(ts)}, if c ∈ [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)], then

Na,g(ts) ≤ min( 1
(Ca−Da,g)2

, 1
(Ca−c)2

)8β(N(ts), δE).
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Define for every pair P ∈ P the constant

cP =
1

max((Da,g − Ca)2, (Ca − C1+C2

2
)2)

,

where
∑

P∈P cP = H(µ). Combining the two lemmas above with c = C1+C2

2
(so that

c ∈ [C1, C2]), we get the following statement:

Es ∩ (ρδE > s) ⇒ ∃P ∈ {P1(ts), P2(ts)} such that NP ≤ 8cPβ(N(ts), δE).

Now we can prove Theorem 7.

Proof of Theorem 7

Proof. We want an upper bound on the number of pulls from MD-LUCB, and to do

that we will upper bound the number of epochs MD-LUCB has, as there are always

exactly 2 pulls happening in each epoch from MD-LUCB. To this we introduce our

stopping epoch ρδE , which is the epoch MD-LUCB halts at with risk level δE. Let S

be some deterministic number of epochs, so we know the number of epochs is going

to be min(ρδE , S). Every epoch we check our stopping condition at time ts, which is

at the end of each epoch. Now, we want a bound on the number of epochs we have

before we reach our stopping condition, which leads to

min(ρδE , S) =
S∑

s=0

1(ρδE<s).

On the event H and Es, we know from Lemma 8 that there is always at least one pair

P1(ts) or P2(ts) that have a confidence interval around its disappointment contains C1

and C2. Combining this fact with Lemma 9, we know that the number of pulls from
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at least one of P1(ts) or P2(ts) is upper bounded by 8cPβ(N(ts), δE). This leads to

min(ρδE , S) =
S∑

s=0

1(ρδE<s) =
∑
s≤S
s∈N

1(∃P∈{P1(ts),P2(ts)}:NP (ts)≤8cP β(N(ts),δE)). (5.1)

This is upper bounded by a union bound of the pairs picked at times ts + 1 and ts + 2,

where ts is the last time step before a new epoch s+ 1. The exploration rate is always

larger by the end of time tS compared to ts, and so we upper bound (5.1) by the larger

exploration rate to get

2
∑
s≤S
s∈N

∑
P∈P

1(P(ts+1)=P )∩(P(ts+2)=P )1NP (ts)≤8cP β(N(tS),δE)). (5.2)

From here, we sum up over all of the S epochs and upper bound (5.2) as

8
∑
P∈P

cPβ(N(tS), δE) = 8H(µ)β(N(tS), δE).

For any S such that 8H(µ)β(N(tS), δE) < S, one has min(ρδE , S) < S, which implies

ρδE < S. Now if we multiply by two, we can get an upper bound on the sample

complexity of the problem, as N(ts) = 2s for all s. Therefore N = 2ρδE ≤ S(µ, δE),

where

S(µ, δE) = inf(s ∈ N : 16H(µ)β(N(ts), δE) < N(ts)).

Complexity term H(µ) can be thought of as each pair (a, g) is pulled enough to

discriminate between Da,g and Ca, or pulled enough to discriminate between Ca from

C1+C2

2
. Now we want to pick an exploration rate that minimizes S(µ, δE) but still

makes event E happen. One method of doing this uses Hoeffding’s inequality to bound

the probability that each arm a in each group g is within its confidence interval for

a time ts. We can then take that bounded probability and make sure every arm is

within its confidence interval at all times ts, by making sure the confidence intervals
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hold at the end of every epoch s. This gives Lemma 10.

Lemma 10. If H(µ) > 3/128, then with probability at least 1− δE, the MD-LUCB

algorithm using exploration rate

β(N(t), δE) = log

(
2|A||G|(N(t) + 1)2

δE

)
, (5.3)

returns the best arm with the number of pulls from MD-LUCB upper bounded as

N ≤ max

(
32H(µ) log

(
2|A||G|

δE

)
, 384H(µ) log(128H(µ))

)
.

However, this bound is not the tightest possible. Using Lemma 7 from [Kaufmann

et al., 2016], we can use a smaller exploration rate to get a smaller sample complexity.

Lemma 11. For δ < 0.049 and b > 6, let the exploration rate be

β(N(t), δ) = log(1/δ) + b log log(1/δ) + 3 log log(eN(t)), (5.4)

and let

fb(δ) = |A×G|
√
e(
π2

3
)(

√
log(1/δ) + b log log(1/δ)

2
√
2

+ 1)3
1

log(1/δ)b
.

Then with probability 1 - fb(δ)δ, MD-LUCB returns the best arm with the number of

pulls from MD-LUCB upper bounded as

N ≤ 48H(µ)max(log(1/δ), b log log(1/δ), 3 log log(3e · 48H(µ)).

The proofs for Lemmas 10 and 11 are contained in Appendix A.
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5.3 INC-EG Sample Complexity

The number of pulls from INC-EG will be based on Theorem 2, originally from [Karnin

et al., 2013], which bounds the sample complexity of EG. We count the pulls from

INC-EG using M , where M =
∑

(a,g)∈P Ma,g, and Ma,g is the number of pulls from

INC-EG for pair (a, g). We get the following theorem for the number of pulls from

INC-EG.

Theorem 12. With probability at least 1 − δH , the number of pulls from INC-EG

(event EEG) will be

M =
∑

(a,g)∈P

O

(
1

(D
ϵg
a,g)2

log

(
1

δg
log

(
1

D
ϵg
a,g

)))
,

where δg = δH/|G|, Dϵg
a,g = max{Da,g, ϵg}, and ϵg := ϵg(rg(τδ)).

To prove Theorem 12, we first want to have a lower bound on how small the

confidence radius ϵg(r) gets, which we define as ϵg. We interpret ϵg as how tight the

confidence interval around µ∗
g will have to be at the stopping time τδ. We get a lower

bound on the size of ϵg in Lemma 13.

Lemma 13. For a given group g,

ϵg ≥
1

8
min
a∈A

√√√√max

(
(Da,g − Ca)2,

(
Ca −

C1 + C2

2

)2
)
.

Proof. By the construction of MD-LUCB, we only ever call another round of INC-EG

for group g when ϵP1(t)(t) or ϵP2(t)(t) is smaller than the corresponding ϵg(rg(t)) value

in at time t. In this case we call round rg(t) + 1 of INC-EG for that group, and we get

ϵg(rg(t) + 1) = ϵg(rg(t))/2. We define ϵg to be the value of ϵg(rg(τδ)), where τδ is our

stopping time. We know that τδ = tρδE , as ρδE is our stopping epoch. This means ϵg

is the level of precision we needed from group g by the end of execution of MD-LUCB.

We have a bound on the number of pulls of each arm-group pair from MD-LUCB
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in Lemma 9, and so we know ϵg can be lower bounded as half the smallest value of

ϵa,g(τδ) for a group g, which is

ϵg = ϵg(rg(τδ)).

We know by the construction of the algorithm that ϵg will be at least half the size of

the smallest value of ϵa,g(τδ) for a group g, which gives

ϵg ≥
1

2
min
a∈A

ϵa,g(τδ).

Now, we expand out ϵa,g(τδ) and get

1

2
min
a∈A

ϵa,g(τδ) =
1

2
min
a∈A

√
N(β(N(τδ), δE)

2Na,g(τδ)
. (5.5)

We take the upper bound on Na,g(τδ) from Lemma 9 which is

Na,g(τδ) ≤
8β(N(τδ), δE)

max((Da,g − Ca)2, (Ca − C1+C2

2
)2)

at random stopping time τδ, and plug it in for Na,g(τδ) from (5.5). This gives a lower

bound on (5.5) of

1

2
min
a∈A

√√√√√ β(N(τδ), δE)

2

(
8β(N(τδ),δE)

max((Da,g−Ca)2,(Ca−C1+C2
2

)2)

) . (5.6)

After some cancellations, we get that (5.6) is equal to

1

8
min
a∈A

√√√√max

(
(Da,g − Ca)2,

(
Ca −

C1 + C2

2

)2
)
,

which is our lower bound of ϵg.

Given a lower bound on ϵg, we can now put an upper bound on the sample

complexity on INC-EG.
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Proof of Theorem 12

Proof. We first look at the sample complexity of all of the sub-optimal arms in each

group, and then the optimal highest reward arms for each group. For the sub-optimal

arms, we use Theorem 2 to get a sample complexity of all of the sub-optimal arms for

a group. This is because the (ϵ, δ)-PAC Exponential Gap algorithm will pull up to

some precision of ϵ. The Incremental-Exponential Gap algorithm will be pulling arms

only up to some level of precision ϵg for each group g, from Lemma 13. Hence, if we

set ϵ from EG to be ϵg, then we have that the sample complexity for the sub-optimal

arms from the EG algorithm will be the same sample complexity as from the INC-EG

algorithm for the same arms.

We prove the sample complexity of the highest reward arm in each group through

the following summation,

log2(1/ϵg)∑
r=1

tr = 32

log2(1/ϵg)∑
r=1

4r ln

(
100r2

δg

)
= O

(
1

ϵ2g
log

(
1

δg
log(

1

ϵ2g
)

))
,

inspired by the proof for Lemma 3.5 in [Karnin et al., 2013]. The total number of

rounds we are going to have is log2(1/ϵg), as after that many rounds we will have a

precision of ϵg.

This gives a sample complexity of the best arms in each group, for which Da,g = 0.

We know ϵg > 0 from Lemma 13, so we get max(Da,g, ϵg) = ϵg. This means we combine

the sample complexity of the two parts to a single summation and get

M =
∑

(a,g)∈P

O

(
1

(D
ϵg
a,g)2

log

(
1

δg
log

(
1

(D
ϵg
a,g)2

)))
.

Combining the number of pulls from MD-LUCB and INC-EG, we get that with
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high probability 1− δ, the total number of samples we get can be upper bounded by

τδ ≤ N +M , for N in Theorem 7 and M in Theorem 12.

A discussion of the Lower bound exists in the Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

In this section, we look at multiple settings, illustrating different parts of the theo-

retical results. All experiments were run for 1000 repetitions with δ = 0.001. The

best arm in Setting 1 is arm 2, in Settings 2 and 2V it is arm 1, and in Settings 3

and 3V it is arm 3. There are two different exploration rates used in the experiment

section, with Beta1 being the exploration rate in (5.3), and Beta2 as the exploration

rate in (5.4). When showing the sample complexity of MD-LUCB in tables, we denote

experiments using Beta1 as an exploration rate with the symbol N1 and experiments

using Beta2 as an exploration rate with the symbol N2. The symbol M in tables

gives the sample complexity from INC-EG pulls. We do not distinguish the INC-EG

pulls for the two different exploration rates as the number of pulls from INC-EG stays

extremely similar regardless of which exploration rate is used. It is also important

that the pulls from INC-EG include pulls from its calls to Median Elimination.

Setting 1 has two arms and five groups and show that this algorithm does not

excessively sample to find the highest reward arm in a group if there are no arms for

which that group maximizes disappointment. Table 6.1 shows the mean rewards of

Setting 1, with the disappointment levels of each arm in parentheses beside the mean

rewards.
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G 1 G 2 G 3 G 4 G 5

A 1 0.2 (0.3) 0.7 (0) 0.6 (0.05) 0.55 (0) 0.2 (0.6)
A 2 0.5 (0) 0.3 (0.4) 0.65 (0) 0.53 (0.02) 0.8 (0)

Table 6.1: The mean rewards of arm-group pairs and in parentheses their disappoint-
ment values of Setting 1.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ1,3 τ2,3 τ1,4 τ2,4 τ1,5 τ2,5

N1 1.82 0.89 0.32 33.1 0.48 0.89 0.40 0.99 33.4 0.62
N2 0.16 0.08 0.03 2.92 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.09 2.96 0.05
M 16.3 16.3 59.5 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 16.3 59.5

Table 6.2: Number of pulls from MD-LUCB with Beta1 function (N1), Beta2 function
(N2), and INC-EG (M) in units of 1000’s for Setting 1.

The results in Table 6.2 show that for all 1000 repetitions, the only times INC-EG

was called more than once for a group were in groups two and five, as those groups

maximized the disappointment for arms one and two. Groups one, three and four call

INC-EG once, which are the groups where it is much harder to determine which arm

has the highest mean reward, and have very little disappointment. This behaviour

is expected, as when ϵg lowers we should require extra calls to INC-EG from Lemma 13.

We now look at Setting 2 in Table 6.3, and Setting 2V in Table 6.4. The only

difference between these settings is we change the mean reward of (2, 1) from 0.4 (0.5

disappointment) in Setting 2 to 0.45 (0.45 disappointment) in Setting 2V. We do this

alteration to highlight how the number of pulls from MD-LUCB changes when only

altering one arm-group pair.

G 1 G 2

A 1 0.9 (0) 0.4 (0.3)
A 2 0.4 (0.5) 0.6 (0.1)
A 3 0.3 (0.6) 0.7 (0)

Table 6.3: The mean rewards of arm-
group pairs and in parentheses their
disappointment values of Setting 2.

G 1 G 2

A 1 0.9 (0) 0.4 (0.3)
A 2 0.45 (0.45) 0.6 (0.1)
A 3 0.3 (0.6) 0.7 (0)

Table 6.4: The mean rewards of arm-
group pairs and in parentheses their
disappointment values of Setting 2V.
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Figure 6.1: Boxplot displaying the pulls from MD-LUCB for arm 2 in group 1 from
Settings 2 and 2V with exploration rate Beta2 over the 1000 simulations. The circles
in the plot are outliers. There are 54 outliers in Setting 2, with 0 in Setting 2V

Figure 6.1 is a boxplot showing the different number of pulls over the 1000 repeti-

tions for pair (2, 1) in Setting 2 and 2V. We observe that the number of pulls goes up

drastically, as we would expect as pair (2, 1) which has cost C2. The only other arm

to go up significantly is pair (1, 2), which has cost C1, and is to be expected by our

theoretical findings. Figure 6.2 shows us that MD-LUCB is only adding extra samples

to the specific arm-group pairs that have a shift in disappointment.

Settings 3 in Table 6.8 and 3V in Table 6.9 are more complicated 3 arm and 3

group settings with smaller gaps between the cost of disappointment for each arm.

These setting do well to show the benefits one can have with the smaller exploration

rate we get in Lemma 11, so we can show how much smaller our sample complexity

is for pulls from MD-LUCB. Figure 6.3 shows the number of pulls from MD-LUCB

with the two different learning rates for all of the settings, where Beta1 is using the
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Figure 6.2: This plot shows the sample complexity from MD-LUCB pulls of the
arm-group pairs in Settings 2 and 2V with Beta2 as the exploration rate.

exploration rate in Lemma 10 and Beta2 is using the exploration rate in Lemma 11.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2

N1 2 1.76 16.2 3.46 18.6 0.51 0.17
N1 2V 1.78 55.0 3.23 57.3 0.81 0.17

Table 6.5: Number of pulls from MD-LUCB with Beta1 (N1) in units of 1000’s for
Settings 2 and 2V.

It is important to note however that the number of samples overall from the

algorithms is still much larger, as the total pulls from INC-EG are more than the total

pulls from MD-LUCB in all settings with either exploration rate. If we want to make

a more efficient version of this algorithm for practical use, we would need to replace

INC-EG with a different subroutine that is more efficient at estimating the value of

the highest mean reward arm, or come up with a completely new strategy.
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τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2

N2 2 0.17 1.48 0.32 1.68 0.05 0.02
N2 2V 0.17 4.46 0.27 4.63 0.07 0.02

Table 6.6: Number of pulls from MD-LUCB with Beta2 (N2) in units of 1000’s for
Settings 2 and 2V.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2

M 2 50.8 40.8 15.3 15.3 107 110
M 2V 69.7 40.8 15.3 15.3 107.6 129.2

Table 6.7: Number of pulls from (M) in units of 1000’s for Settings 2 and 2V.

G 1 G 2 G 3

A 1 0.5(0.1) 0.2(0.25) 0.6(0.2)
A 2 0.6(0) 0.45(0.05) 0.4(0.4)
A 3 0.4(0.2) 0.5(0) 0.8(0)

Table 6.8: The mean rewards of arm-
group pairs and in parentheses their
disappointment values for Setting 3.

G 1 G 2 G 3

A 1 0.55(0.05) 0.2(0.25) 0.7(0.1)
A 2 0.6(0) 0.425(0.025) 0.5(0.3)
A 3 0.4(0.2) 0.45(0) 0.8(0)

Table 6.9: The mean rewards of arm-
group pairs and in parentheses their
disappointment values for Setting 3V.
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Figure 6.3: Beta1 uses the exploration rate in (5.3), and Beta2 uses the exploration
rate on (5.4)
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

In this work, we introduced a new definition of fairness in the bandit setting called dis-

appointment fairness. One of the main challenges of this problem setting is estimating

the highest mean reward of each group. A further complication comes from the fact

that the precision of the estimated highest mean reward for each group does not need

to be the same, as for some groups being more precise can be unnecessary. This leads

to the algorithms MD-LUCB and INC-EG, which are the first algorithms used to solve

this problem. INC-EG gives us an estimate of the highest mean reward arm in a group,

and depending on how many times we call it, how precise that estimate is. Then

MD-LUCB will pull to find the arm that minimizes the maximum disappointment,

and then strategically calls INC-EG on specific groups when it needs a more precise

estimate of the highest mean reward from a group.

The proofs for MD-LUCB’s correctness and sample complexity rely on the fact

that we know the confidence interval around the highest mean reward from a group

will always be smaller than the confidence interval surrounding a specific arm from

that group every time we check our stopping condition. This allows us to double the

confidence interval around an arm from that group, as seen in Lemma 9, and give us

a bound on the sample complexity of pulls from MD-LUCB that does not depend

on INC-EG’s pulls. Whenever this is not true, we call INC-EG for that group and
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get a smaller confidence interval around the highest mean reward from that group.

If we have a bound on the sample complexity of MD-LUCB that does not rely upon

INC-EG, then we can use that to get a bound for the number of calls of INC-EG we

need from each group (and therefore its sample complexity).

7.1 Lower Bound

As of now, there does not exist an explicit lower bound in this setting, but through

the use of specific problem instances, we can show that this problem has a dependence

on the total number of arms and groups, and the complexity terms in MD-LUCB are

at least close to optimal.

First, as of now we are not aware of any better estimator of the disappointment

than forming confidence intervals around µ∗
g and µa,g, and we believe that there does

not exist a better way of estimating Da,g. Another idea for estimating the disappoint-

ment would be instead of pulling only the arm-group pairs associated with Ĉ1 and

Ĉ2, we look at which groups give rise to our Ĉ1 and Ĉ2 values in an given epoch and

pull every arm in those groups, and then using only those pulls to form confidence

intervals around the disappointment. However, this technique will cost extra pulls on

all of the arm-group pairs in those groups that are not used for µ∗
g and the arm-group

pair associated with Ĉ1 or Ĉ2. Therefore, to calculate the disappointment of a pair

(a, g) in as few samples as possible would require pulling the arm associated with µ∗
g

in the same group at least that number of times.

We know that this problem setting depends on the total number of arms, as if we

have a one group, K arm problem, this simplifies to a standard best arm identification

as the optimal solution, and this has a lower bound that is dependent on the total

number of arms.
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1              2             3             4          …         m             
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Figure 7.1: Visualization of what problem instance I1 may look like. The y axis shows
the mean reward, with the disappointment for arm 2 in groups 1 and 3 shown as 1/2
+ ϵ and 1/2.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 . . . Group m
Arm 1 Disappointment 0 1/2 0 . . . 1/2
Arm 2 Disappointment 1/2 + ϵ 0 1/2 . . . 0

Table 7.1: Disappointment suffered from arm-group pairs for problem instance I1. In
this case, C1 = 1/2 and C2 = 1/2 + ϵ, making arm 1 the best arm.

Now we want to show a dependence on the total number of groups in the lower

bound. Let us say there are m problem instances, where m is our total number of

groups, labeled as I = {I1, I2, . . . , Im}. In each instance, we have 2 arms and m groups,

where arm 1 has 1/2 disappointment in even groups and 0 in odd groups, and arm 2

has 1/2 disappointment in odd groups and 0 in even groups. The only difference is in

problem instance g, where if the gth group is even, arm 1 has a disappointment of

1/2 + ϵ instead of 1/2 in group g; if the gth group is odd, arm 2 has a disappointment

of 1/2+ ϵ instead of 1/2 in group g. Table 7.1 contains an example of problem instance
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I1, with Figure 7.1 visualizing it. We have all odd problem instances having arm 1 as

their best arm, and all even instances having arm 2 as their best arm.

For any algorithm which knows that it has a problem instance from I, it will need

Ω(log(1/δ)/ϵ2) samples from an arm in every group in order to identify the best arm

with high probability 1 − δ. If our algorithm had fewer samples than this, then it

cannot tell whether it has an instance where arm 1 is the best or arm 2 is the best

arm, as it cannot tell which group has an arm with disappointment of 1/2+ ϵ, and not

knowing means it cannot choose the best arm with high probability. The algorithm

will not need to pull any times from arm-group pairs with 0 disappointment, as they

all have the same mean reward in this setting, and so the algorithm would know this.

For any algorithm trying to solve from these subsets of problems instances, it

would need to explore every group up to a high level of certainty to find which arm is

the best. Therefore, we know our lower bound will be dependent on the total number

of groups, and the total number of arms.

7.2 Future Work

There are a few future directions that can be taken from this work. One involves

looking at returning the top or best w arms instead of just a single best arm. The

best w arms are decided under the assumption that when given a group, we get to

pick which arm from the w arms to respond to that group with. Therefore, the top w

arms are picked such that we minimize the maximum disappointment any group may

feel assuming that group will get the arm that maximizes its reward from the set of w

arms. If we were to look at this through the clinical trials problem shown in Chapter

1, the only thing that would change is now we would be able to pick multiple drugs to

bring to mass production, which would make sense for a pharmaceutical company.
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G1 G2

A 1 0.5(0.3) 0.5(0.3)
A 2 0.1(0.7) 0.8(0)
A 3 0.8(0) 0.1(0.7)

Table 7.2: Under this setup when w = 1 arm 1 is the best, but when w = 2 then arm’s
2 and 3 are the best 2 arms.

This problem is not as simple as the standard top w arms in standard best arm

identification. For best arm identification for highest reward arms, the best w arms is

always a subset of the best w + 1 arms, but in the case of maximin fairness [Garivier

et al., 2016] and disappointment minimax fairness, this is not true. Table 7.2 shows

an example of this for maximin fairness and disappointment minimax fairness. This

means a different approach would be needed to solve this problem, as the greedy

pulling strategy would not work when trying to return the top w arms.

Finally, the algorithm for solving this problem setting is inefficient, as MC-LUCB

is very impractical when it comes to estimating the highest mean reward for groups.

This is because INC-EG is a variation of the Exponential Gap algorithm, which is

known to be very inefficient in practice. One area of interest is if there is a more

efficient way to sample to have the same guarantees about highest mean reward of

an arm. There exists other algorithms such as lil’UCB [Jamieson et al., 2014] that

can efficiently find the highest mean reward arm, but they do not give the estimate of

the highest mean reward, which is what is needed for MD-LUCB. However, because

we treat INC-EG as a black box in this algorithm, we can swap INC-EG out for

another algorithm that can estimate µ∗
g and this does not change any of the proofs of

derivations for the MD-LUCB sample complexity. So, this step should be quite simple

and we may consider it in the future.
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Appendix A

Additional Information

A.1 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 8

Proof. Let us assume that this is not true. That means one of the 4 following cases

must be true:

• (LDP1(ts)
(ts) > c) ∩ (LDP2(ts)

(ts) > c)

• (UDP1(ts)
(ts) < c) ∩ (UDP2(ts)

(ts) < c)

• (UDP1(ts)
(ts) < c) ∩ (LDP2(ts)

(ts) > c)

• (LDP1(ts)
(ts) > c) ∩ (UDP2(ts)

(ts) < c)

For cases 1 and 2 we use Lemmas 5 and 6 to know that the pairs P1(ts) and P2(ts)

are picked from a set of arms where each arm a has a confidence interval corresponding

to its Ca term.
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Case 1 cannot happen based on the following logic:

c ≥ C1

= min
a∈A

Ca

≥ min
a∈A

LCa

= LP1(ts) or LP2(ts).

Case 2 cannot happen based on one of the two following situations for arm j, where

arm j and k are

j = argmax
a∈{a1(ts),a2(ts)}

UDa,ga(ts)
(ts),

k = argmin
a∈{a1(ts),a2(ts)}

UDa,ga(ts)
(ts).

If j > 1, then this means that

UDj,gj(ts)
(ts) ≥ Cj

≥ C2

≥ c,

and so then case 2 cannot happen in this situation. If j = 1, then we know that

UDj,gj(ts)
(ts) > UDk,gk(ts)

(ts)

≥ Ck

≥ C2

≥ c,

which means case 2 cannot happen in this situation. Therefore, case 2 cannot happen.
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Case 3 is our stopping condition, so if that were to happen then the algorithm

would halt.

Case 4 cannot happen because, if it were true, that implies LDP1(ts)
(ts) > UDP2(ts)

(ts).

This means Ĉa1(ts) > Ĉa2(ts) which, by the definition of a1(ts), cannot happen as

a1(ts) = argmina∈A Ĉa(ts).

Therefore, because none of these 4 cases can happen, we know c ∈ [LDP
(ts), UDP

(ts)].

Proof of Lemma 9

Proof. Assume that Es and H hold, and c ∈ [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)]. By the end of time

ts, both pairs P1(ts) and P2(ts) are picked from a set of arm-group pairs (a, ga(ts)),

where a ∈ A. This means c ∈ [LDa,ga(ts)
(ts), UDa,ga(ts)

(ts)]. Now from (4.4) we know

c ∈ [LCa(ts), UCa(ts)], and then from Lemma 6, Ca ∈ [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)].

Both c and Ca are contained within [LDa,g(ts), UDa,g(ts)], which has a diameter of√
8β(N(ts), δE)/Na,g(ts). We get this by taking the diameter 2(

√
β(N(ts), δE)/2Na,g(ts)+

ϵg(rg(ts))), and realizing that
√
β(N(ts), δE)/2Na,g(ts) ≥ ϵg(rg(ts)) by the algorithm’s

construction. We upper bound the value of the diameter of Da,g’s confidence interval

by 2(2(
√

β(N(ts), δE)/2Na,g(ts))) =
√

8β(N(ts), δE)/Na,g(ts). Now we get

|Ca − c| ≤

√
8β(N(ts), δE)

Na,g(ts)
⇔ Na,g(ts) ≤

8β(N(ts), δE)

(Ca − c)2
.
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We can also use LDa,g(ts) = LCa(ts) to get the following:

UDa,g(ts)−

√
8β(N(ts), δE)

Na,g(ts)
= LDa,g(ts)

⇕

UDa,g(ts)−

√
8β(N(ts), δE)

Na,g(ts)
= LCa(ts)

⇕

Da,g −

√
8β(N(ts), δE)

Na,g(ts)
≤ Ca,

which gives Na,g(ts) ≤ 8β(N(ts),δE)
(Da,g−Ca)2

.

Therefore, we get Na,g(ts) ≤ min( 1
(Ca−c)2

, 1
(Da,g−Ca)2

)8β(N(ts), δE) for some arm-

pair (a, g).

Proof of Lemma 10

Proof. First, we want to show that with the exploration rate in (5.3), event E holds

with probability at least 1− δE. First we use Hoeffding’s inequality on a single arm in

a single group by the end of time t and get

Pr(|µa,g − µ̂a,g(t)| > ϵ) ≤ 2 exp(−Na,g(t)ϵ
2) = δa,g(t).

We want the bound we get from Hoeffding’s inequality to hold for all arms and groups

at times ts where s ∈ N. which is what event Es is defined as earlier in this paper. We

say event Es fails to hold with probability δs. We upper bound the failure probability

δs as

δs ≤
∑

(a,g)∈P

δa,g(ts) = 2|A||G| exp(−Na,g(ts) ϵ
2).
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We want Es to hold for all epochs s, which is defined as event E earlier in the paper.

We set δs = δE/(2N(ts) + 1)2 and then use a union bound over Es for s = 0 to s = ∞

to show that E holds with at least probability 1− δE. So, the failure probability of

event E is upper bounded by

∞∑
s=0

δE
(N(ts) + 1)2

≤ δE.

Therefore, event E fails with probability at most δE.

Now that we know that our choice of exploration rate makes event E hold with

probability at least 1− δE, we want to find the smallest value of N(ts) for epoch s

such that

16H(µ) log

(
2|A||G|(N(ts) + 1)2

δE

)
< N(ts). (A.1)

First, define a constant c1 = log(2|A||G|
δE

). We can use c1 and then upper bound the left

side of (A.1) as

16H(µ) log(c1) + 64H(µ) log(N(ts)).

Now define constants c2 = 16H(µ) log(c1) and c3 = 64H(µ) to simplify notation. Now

we want to solve the equation

c2 + c3 log(N(ts)) < N(ts). (A.2)

It suffices to choose someN(ts) large enough such that c2 < N(ts)/2 and c3 log(N(ts)) <

N(ts)/2. We can now define constants c4 = 2c2 and c5 = 2c3 such that we get two

equations, where

c4 < N(ts) and c5 log(N(ts)) < N(ts).

We know N(ts) ≥ c4, and for the second equation we use the following claim that if

x = 3C logC, then C log x ≤ x. This is true as long as C > 3. In this case, C = c5
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and x = N(ts). So, by this logic we need N(ts) ≥ c5 log(c5), and we will need c5 > 3,

which means H(µ) > 3/128.

Therefore N(ts) = max(c4, 3c5 log(c5)) makes (A.2) true, which means (A.1) true.

So if H(µ) > 3/128,

N ≤ max(c4, c5 log(c5)) = max

(
32H(µ) log

(
2AG

δ

)
, 384H(µ) log(128H(µ))

)
.

Proof of Lemma 11

Proof. We want to first prove that event E holds with at least probability 1 − δE.

To do this we denote the set of random variables from pair P that get picked by

the MD-LUCB part of the algorithm by ZP
1 , Z

P
2 , . . . Z

P
NP (t), where NP (t) is the last

random variable that has been picked from MD-LUCB for arm-group pair P at time t.

NP (t) is upper bounded by N(t), where pair P has been picked at every time we have

picked a pair from MD-LUCB. This set of random variables can be centered around

the mean reward of that arm, which is µP . We can then state that for each pair P ,

Pr

∃N(t) ∈ N :

N(t)∑
s=1

ZP
s − µP

2σ2
>
√

2N(t)β(N(t), δE)


= Pr(∃N(t) ∈ N : St >

√
2N(t)β(N(t), δE)),

(A.3)

where St is the sum of N(t) i.i.d random variables. To get a bound on the probability

in (A.3) we use Lemma 7 from [Kaufmann et al., 2016], which is restated below as

Lemma 7: Let ζ(u) =
∑

k≥1 k
−u. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xt be independent random vari-

ables such that for all λ ∈ R : ϕ(λ) := logE[λX1] ≤ λ2σ2/2. For every positive integer
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t, let St = X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xt. Then, for all η > 1, and x ≥ 8
(e−1)2

,

Pr(∃t ∈ N : St > |
√
2σ2t(x+ η(log log(et))|) ≤ 2

√
eζ(η(1− 1

2x
))(

√
x

2
√
2
+1)η exp(−x).

This allows us to bound each arm-group pair P for all times N(t) ∈ N with the

correct exploration rate, and we can use a union bound over all arm-group pairs to

get a bound that with high probability 1− δE, no arm-group pair deviates from its

exploration rate by more than ϵi,g(t) in either direction. This means we can bound

the failure probability of event E as

δE ≤ 2|A×G|
√
eζ(η(1− 1

2x
))(

√
x

2
√
2
+ 1)η exp(−x).

We use the exploration rate of

β(N(t), δE) = log(1/δE) + b log log(1/δE) + 3 log log(eN(t)),

where b > 6, and δE < 0.049. This means that if we plug in η = 3 and x = a+ b log(a)

into our bound, where a = log(1/δE), we get

2|A×G|
√
eζ(3(1− 1

2(a+ b log(a))
))(

√
a+ b log(a)

2
√
2

+ 1)3 exp(−(a+ b log(a))) (A.4)

For any a > 3 (which is true when δE < 0.049) and b > 6, we know that

ζ(3(1− 1
2(a+b log(a))

)) ≤ ζ(2) = π2/6, so we can upper bound the Riemann zeta function

as π2/6. We rearrange Equation A.4 to get an upper bound of

|A×G|
√
e(
π2

3
)(

√
a+ b log(a)

2
√
2

+ 1)3
δE
ab

.
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It can be shown that empirically, for a > 3, and b > 6, then we get that

fb(δE) = |A×G|
√
e(
π2

3
)(

√
a+ b log(a)

2
√
2

+ 1)3
1

ab
≤ 1,

which means that with probability 1− fb(δE)δE we know that event E holds.

However, the failure probability is dependent on the number of arm-group pairs,

which means we need to increase the value of b or decrease δE if we need a guarantee

for more pairs. For example, if δE < 0.049, event E holds for 14 arm-group pairs with

b > 6, for 40 arm-group pairs with b > 7, for 111 arm-group pairs with b > 8, for 310

arm-group pairs with b > 9, and for 869 arm-group pairs with b > 10. If we need

a theoretical guarantee for more arm-group pairs than this, then we would need to

either shrink δE or increase b.

Now we need to connect the bound from Lemma 7 to our confidence radius in

Equation (4.2). It is important to note that our bound is for the average reward, not

sum, so we divide by N(t). This leaves us with

√
2N(t)σ2β(N(t), δE)

N(t)
=

√
2σ2β(N(t), δE)

N(t)
.

We know that for sub-gaussian random variables that σ2 ≤ b−a
4
, where for these trials

b = 1 and a = 0. Therefore σ2 ≤ 1/4. If we plug in σ2 = 1/4 we get

√
β(N(t), δE)

2N(t)
≤

√
β(N(t), δE)

2Na,g(t)
,

which is our confidence radius from (4.2).

To get an explicit bound on the number of pulls from MD-LUCB, we need a bound

such that
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16H(µ)(log(1/δE) + b log log(1/δE) + 3 log log(eN(t))) < N(t).

First this to simplify notation we set c1 = 16H(µ). This has already been split up

into 3 separate components. So if we find the biggest component of the three, times

that by 3 and we have a bound on N(t). This means we need the max of

c1 log(1/δE) < N(t)/3,

c1 · b log log(1/δE) < N(t)/3,

c1 · 3 log log(eN(t)) < N(t)/3.

We set c2 = 3c1 · b and c3 = 9c1. The first two cases are easy, as we just need to make

sure N(t) > c2 log(1/δE). The third case, we can use the fact that for the equation

C log log(ex) < x, we know this is true for x = 3C log log(C), for any C > 3e. This

can be verified with

C log log(e(3C log log(c))) < 3C log log(C)

C log log(C) + C log log(3e) + C log log log log(C) < 3C log log(C)

C log log(3e) + C log log log log(C) < 2C log log(C)

C log log(3e) < C log log(C).

Using this fact, we can set C = c3, and then we get that c3 log log(ec3) < N(t). This

gives us an explicit bound using this exploration rate, where

N ≤ 48H(µ)max

(
log(

1

δE
), b log log(

1

δE
), 3 log log(3e · 48H(µ)

)
.
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A.2 Tables

Tables A.1, A.2, and A.3 contain the average number of pulls of MD-LUCB and

INC-EG in the 1000s for settings 3 and 3V over 1000 repetitions with δ = 0.001.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2 τ3,1 τ3,2 τ3,3

N1 3 3.97 0.486 188 145 0.590 2.10 34.7 9.39 3.44
N1 3V 4.10 1.11 699 622 1.30 2.81 9.76 71.5 2.53

Table A.1: Number of pulls from MD-LUCB with Beta1 (N1) in units of 1000’s for
Settings 3 and 3V.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2 τ3,1 τ3,2 τ3,3

N2 3 0.33 0.04 15.2 11.8 0.05 0.20 2.82 0.81 0.30
N2 3V 0.31 0.09 53.6 48.0 0.11 0.23 0.74 5.42 0.23

Table A.2: Number of pulls from MD-LUCB with Beta2 (N2) in units of 1000’s for
Settings 3 and 3V.

τ1,1 τ2,1 τ3,1 τ1,2 τ2,2 τ3,2 τ3,1 τ3,2 τ3,3

M 3 109 287 15.7 15.7 417 560 42.0 15.7 78.6
M 3V 412 1150 15.7 15.7 1702 2300 111 15.7 145

Table A.3: Number of pulls from INC-EG (M) in units of 1000’s for Settings 3 and
3V.
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Glossary

Notation Description Page

A Set of arms 17

a An arm 17

G Set of groups 17

g A group 17

µa,g Highest mean reward of an arm in group g. 17

a∗g The arm with the highest mean reward in

group g

17

µ∗
g Highest mean reward of an arm in group g 17

Da,g Disappointment of arm a in group g. 18

Ca Cost of disappointment of arm a 18

δ Failure probability of MD-LUCB algorithm 18

rg(t) How many rounds of INC-EG have been called

for group g at time t.

20

ν̂g(r) Empirical mean reward of the highest mean

reward arm in group g in round r

20

Ug(r) Upper confidence bound of ν̂g(r) after r rounds. 20

Lg(r) Lower Confidence bound of ν̂g(r) after r

rounds.

20

Na,g(t) Number of pulls from MD-LUCB from arm a

in group g at time t

22

ϵa,g(t) Confidence radius for µ̂a,g(t). 23

Ua,g(t) Upper confidence bound on the mean reward

from arm a in group g at time t

23

La,g(t) Lower confidence bound on the mean reward

from arm a in group g at time t

23
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Notation Description Page

D̂a,g(t) Empirical disappointment of arm a in group g

at time t.

23

UDa,g(t) Upper confidence bound on the disappointment

of arm a in group g at time t

23

LDa,g(t) Lower confidence bound on the disappointment

of arm a in group g at time t

23

ga(t) Group that maximizes potential disappoint-

ment for arm a at time t

23

Ĉa(t) Empirical cost of disappointment of arm a at

time t

23

UCa(t) Upper confidence bound on the cost of disap-

pointment of arm a in group g at time t

23

LCa(t) Lower confidence bound on the cost of disap-

pointment of arm a in group g at time t

23

ts The last time step of epoch s 24

a1(ts−1) Best arm at time ts−1 24

a2(ts−1) Second best arm at time ts−1 24

ga1(ts−1)(ts−1) The group that maximizes potential disap-

pointment for arm a1(t) at time ts−1

24

ga2(ts−1)(ts−1) The group that maximizes potential disap-

pointment for arm a2(t) at time ts−1

24

P1(ts−1) The arm-group pair we associate as the best

arm at time ts−1

24

P2(ts−1) The arm-group pair we associate as the second

best arm at time ts−1

24

δE Failure probability of event E 28

δH Failure probability of event H 28

τδ Stopping time of MD-LUCB 31
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Notation Description Page

N(t) Number of total pulls from MD-LUCB at time

t

32

M(t) Number of total pulls from INC-EG at time t 32

ρδE Stopping epoch of MD-LUCB 34

ϵg The level of precision needs around the highest

mean reward from group g at stopping time

τδ.

37
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